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Abstract. The deviation of liquid crystal (LC) layer thickness in a display cell has consider-
able influence on the image quality at the addressing of cholesteric liquid crystal displays
(ChLCD) by different kind of dynamic drive schemes. The driving principles that are realized
in dynamic drive schemes by sequences of voltage pulses apply certain limitations on the
value of this deviation. In this paper, we have compared allowable relative deviation of the LC
layer thickness for two simple two-level dynamic drive schemes in ChLCD by the �dynamic
hysteresis� method.
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1. Introduction

The researcher�s interest to ChLCD had been at-
tracted due to its unique properties such as bistability,
low power consumption, wide viewing angles, polarizers
free, high contrast ratio, technological simplicity and
possibility of information representation with high infor-
mation content. Effect of bistability in cholesteric liquid
crystals (CLC) lies in the presence of two stable and opti-
cally contrasting states at zero field: the planar state and
the focal conic state [1]. In the planar state the helical
axis of ChLC are more or less perpendicular to the sur-
face cell, and the liquid crystal Bragg reflects light peaked
at the wavelength given by l0=nP0, where P0 is the pitch
of the liquid crystal helix and n is the average reflection
index. In the focal conic state, the helical axes are more
or less parallel to the cell surface. Incident light is weakly
scattered and absorbed by black background of display.
Thereby pixels with CLC in focal conic state look black.

The way of the transition between these two stable
states of the ChLC is well known [2]. The ChLC is trans-
formed from the planar state to the focal conic state

by low-voltage pulses and if stabilized, it remains in the
stable focal conic state for a long time. For the transition
of the ChLC from the focal conic state to the planar state,
at first, the cholesteric helix must be unwound applying
the high-voltage pulses. This state of the ChLC is called
the homeotropic state (H), and the transition of the ChLC
to this state is called as the cholesteric-nematic transi-
tion. The cholesteric-nematic transition has the hyster-
esis character. From the homeotropic state the ChLC can
be addressed to either planar or focal conic stable states.
If the high voltage is switched to a low voltage level, the
ChLC transforms to the planar state.  If the high voltage
is switched to a middle voltage level, the ChLC trans-
forms to the focal conic state. It was studied that the tran-
sition of the ChLC from the homeotropic state to the pla-
nar state occurs through the transient planar state with
the pitch of the ChLC P*≈2P0 [3]. This state is unstable.
Also there is the range of voltage levels where the field
induced homeotropic state is hold, and the transient pla-
nar state is transformed to the focal conic state by the
same voltage level. These specific properties of the ChLC
are used in the number of the dynamic drive schemes
(DDS) for ChLCDs [4-9]
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The simplest voltage waveforms at the addressing of
the ChLCD with high multiplexing level are realized in
the DDS �U/ 2 � [7] and the DDS �U/ 2/3 �[9]. Se-
quences of driving voltage pulses for these DDSs consist
of pulses of two voltage levels only: U and zero. Such
driving sequences give possibility for using of simple and
cheap drivers.

In cholesteric displays the LC layer thickness is about
several micrometers. Therefore display cells are manu-
factured with high precision of the distance between glass
plates. The higher requirements to the deviation of the
display cell thickness the more cost and complexity of
technology of display cell manufacturing. Consequently,
using drive scheme that allow address displays with high
allowable deviation of LC layer thickness can signifi-
cantly decrease the cost of ChLCD.

In this work, an allowable relative deviation of LC
layer thickness for the DDS �U/ 2 � and the DDS
�U/ 2/3 � was experimentally determined and com-
pared by the �dynamic hysteresis� method [10]. We per-
formed our measurement on the display cell with thick-
ness d=4.4 µm at multiplexing level N=240 (QVGA LCD)
with mixture of nematic liquid crystal MLC4900-100
(84%) and l-menthol derivatives (16%) that posses high
twisting ability.

2. Simple Two-Level DDSs

For the DDSs �U/      � and �U/        � a schematic
diagram of the effective voltage levels on the pixels from
m-th current row for a display with N rows is presented in
Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the effective voltage levels on

pixels for the DDS �U/      � (solid line) and for the DDS

�U/            � (dot line).

Effective voltage levels on the pixel are realized by
applying to the row and column of LCD of two level pulses
voltage with different form. This diagram shows that the
drive voltage for both DDS can be subdivided into four
stages: preparation, selection, holding and evolution.
These DDSs are differed in the value of the effective volt-
age levels during different stages of the addressing. How-
ever driving ideology is the same for both DDSs. At the
beginning of the addressing during the preparation stage
(Tpr), the preparation voltage Upr is applied to all dis-

2

play pixels. The value of Upr must be enough to trans-
form the ChLC into the homeotropic state, independent
of its initial state. The first part of the holding stage fol-
lows the preparation stage and is intended to keep the
ChLC in the homeotropic state by the holding voltage
Uhd during the time Thd

1=(m-1)×Ts, where Ts is a dura-
tion of the selection stage. During the selection stage the
final state of the ChLC is determined. The voltage level
Us

S keeps the ChLC in the homeotropic state in selected
pixels. The voltage level Us

NS lets the ChLC relaxation
to the transient planar state in non-selected pixels. Dur-
ing the second part of the holding stage (Thd

2=(N-m)×Ts)
and the evolution stage (Tev, Uev=Uhd), the ChLC remains
in the homeotropic state, if it was kept in this state during
the selection stage. In the case when the ChLC is relaxed
to the transient planar state during the selection stage, it
evolves to the focal conic state. After removal of voltage,
the ChLC in selected pixels relaxes from the homeotropic
state through the transient planar state into the stable
planar state. In non-selected pixels the ChLC stays in the
stable focal conic state. For these both DDS the full frame
time of the addressing for a display with multiplexing level
N is TFrame=Tpr+Thd+Ts+Tev=Tpr+(N-1)Ts+Ts+Tev=
=Tpr+N×Ts+Tev.

For both DDSs real sequences of driving voltage pulses
consist of pulses of two voltage levels: U and zero. Pro-
portions between effective voltage levels in different stages
of the addressing are: for the DDS �U/ 2 � � Upr=U,
Uhd=Uev=U/ 2 , Us

S=U and Us
NS=0 (solid thick lines

on Fig.1); for the DDS �U/ 2/3 � � Upr=U, Uhd=Uev=U/
2/3 , Us

S=U/ 2/3 / and Us
NS=0 (dot thick lines on

Fig.1). For the DDS �U/ 2/3  � the maximal pulse volt-
age level (U) in the drive sequences is less than for DDS
�U/ 2 � on 13 percents.

3. Results and discussion

For the determination of the maximal allowable rela-
tive deviation of LC layer thickness (Dp) in the display
cell, we used the �dynamic hysteresis� method [10]. This
method consists in the following. At the addressing of the
passive matrix ChLCD by the DDS �U/ 2 � and the DDS
�U/ 2/3 �, sequences of driving voltage pulses for se-
lected and non-selected pixels from any row of the dis-
play differ only in voltage level during selection stage
and its arrangement concerning other stages. Realized
during addressing transitions of ChLC between various
states in all display pixels allow to note the following
fact. If parameters of a drive scheme, such as the dura-
tion of preparation, selection and evolution stages,
multiplexing level N and voltage level U, provide ad-
dressing of the information in pixels from the first and the
last rows of the display, these parameters will ensure also
addressing of all others pixels in the display. Therefore,
in the �dynamic hysteresis� method, only behavior of
pixels from the first and the last row of the display is
analyzed. In Fig. 2, the dependence of contrast ratio ver-
sus voltage level (U) for pixels from the first (m=1) and
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the contrast ratio versus the voltage

level (U) for the first (m=1) and the last (m=240) row of the

display for the DDS �U/          �.2/3
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the contrast ratio versus the voltage

level (U) for the first (m=1) and the last (m=240) row of the

display for the DDS �U/      �.2

the last (m=240) rows of the display for the DDS
�U/           � is shown. Analogous dependence for the DDS
�U/     � is shown in Fig. 3. Duration of the preparation,
the evolution and the selection stages were selected iden-
tical for both DDS: Tpr=Tev=100 ms, Ts=3 ms. There is a
range of voltage for any contrast ratio, at which display
pixels are addressed with contrast ratio not less than cho-
sen level. For example for contrast ratio Ñ=7 for the DDS
�U/      �, the range is determined by voltage levels Umin =
30.9 V and Umax = 33.7 V, and for the DDS �U/            �
this range is determined by voltage levels Umin = 28.6 V
and Umax = 29.1 V. These voltage levels allow to calcu-
late maximal relative deviation of LC layer thickness,

2/3
2

2
2/3

at which the given display will be addressed with contrast
ratio not less than Ñ=7, using the following expression [10]:

%100
minmax

minmax ×
+
−±=

UU

UU
Dp (1)

C on trast ratio
D D S Vo ltage 8 7 6 5 4 

U m in , V 31 .2 30 .9  30 .7  30 .7  30 .6  
“ U /     ”  

U m a x, V 33 .1 33 .7 34 .0 34 .1 34 .3  

U m in , V - 28 .6  28 .4  28 .4  28 .3  
“ U /         ”

U m a x, V - 29 .1  29 .4  29 .5  29 .6  

Table 1. The voltage levels Umin and Umax for several values of the

contrast ratio for the DDS �U/ 2 � and the DDS �U/ 2/3 �.

Thus, we have obtained the  following result: the maxi-
mal relative deviation of LC layer thickness, at which
information on the display will be addressed with con-
trast ratio not less than Ñ=7 for the DDS �U/ 2 � -
Dp = ±4.3%, and for the DDS �U/ 2/3 � - Dp = ±0.9%.
The voltage levels Umin and Umax for several values of
contrast ratio for the DDS �U/ 2 � and the DDS �U/

2/3 � are given in Table 1. Dependences of the param-
eter Dp versus contrast ratio C for both DDS are shown in
Fig. 4. From presented data in Table 1 and Fig. 4, we
come to following conclusions. For all contrast levels a
value of the parameter Dp for the DDS �U/ 2 � always
exceeds the value of the parameter Dp for the DDS �U/

2/3 � more than by 2.5 times. Besides, maximal con-
trast ratio for the DDS �U/ 2 � and DDS �U/ 2/3 �
respectively.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, using the example of the cholesteric
display for two driving methods (DDS �U/      � and
�U/        �), we determined dependences of maximal
permissible deviation in LC layer thickness in ChLCD
versus contrast ratio. Duration of preparation, evolution
and selection stages and multiplexing level were selected
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identical for both DDS: Tpr=Tev=100 ms, Ts=3 ms and
N=240. The values of voltage levels that define param-
eter Dp exceed analogues voltage levels for the DDS
�U/ 2/3 � by 2-5 V. However, values of the parameter
Dp for the DDS �U/ 2 � exceed similar values of this
parameter for the DDS �U/ 2/3 �by more than 2.5 times.
Besides the maximal value of contrast ratio obtained in
ChLCD for the DDS �U/ 2 � is Ñ=9, and for the DDS
�U/ 2/3 � is Ñ=7.5. The obtained results show that from
the viewpoint of requirements to the value of voltage level
U the DDS �U/ 2/3 �is better. However, to reach higher
levels of an image contrast and more considerable maxi-
mal deviations in LC layer thickness at high multiplexing
levels, the DDS �U/ 2 �is better. Thus, the presence of
two simple two-level dynamic drive schemes for bistable
ChLCD, which allow to vary both parameter Dp and con-
trast of the image only by changing of a voltage level U,
can appear useful for application in passive matrix ad-
dressing of ChLCD.
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